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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan
I gave up on Minnesota professional sports
teams a long time ago. As a kid that grew up in the
1970’s suffering through the heartbreak of the Vikings
losing 4 Super Bowls, and none of the other teams
(Twins or North Stars) ever making it to the championship round, I decided my efforts were better spent
cheering on Minnesota racing teams when they
ventured out of state.
This mindset has left me with much fewer
headaches through the years, and this year went
exceptionally well at the 50th Oktoberfest Race
Weekend at LaCrosse Fairgrounds Speedway. Team
Minnesota only has one paved track left in the state
for teams to test out the setups before heading to the
biggest event of the year. Despite only having one
night a week to race, drivers from the Gopher State
visited victory lane numerous times throughout the
course of this year’s Oktoberfest weekend.
Oktoberfest Race Weekend wins of any type
have always been a big deal, and the 50th Anniversary
made it just that much more special. Team Minnesota

Team Minnesota
came away with the Late Model track championship
(Nick Panitzke), few fast time bullets (Dan
Fredrickson), a couple of main event wins (Jacob
Goede, Dusty Mann and Jonathan Eilen), the overall
point total for the Trickle 99 (Nick Murgic), a handful
of podium finishes (Eric Campbell, Dan Fredrickson
and Nick Panitzke), and first place finishes in qualifying races (Adam Bendzick and Eric Campbell) were
all captured by drivers from my home state of Minnesota. Heck, even transplanted Wisconsinite Bruce
Nuttleman finally made his way out of his brothers
coattails and picked up an award on stage this year.
Sure, the professional sports teams from Minnesota have left me with little to be proud of over my
lifetime, and lately even more things from home state
have left me wondering what kind of state I live in.
But, the one thing that keeps me proud of the Gopher
state each year is the drivers from Minnesota performing well at Oktoberfest.
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Team Minnesota
Minnesota drivers picked up several wins over the
course of Oktoberfest Race Weekend.
(Bruce Nuttleman photos, except the one of Bruce)
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Dangerous Dan

Dan Margetta
The racing season in the Midwest has wound
down and once again the annual Fall specials have
provided yet another exciting close to a fun season
with the Oktoberfest Race Weekend in LaCrosse and
the Falloween 150 at Dells Raceway Park already in
the books and the rescheduled National Short Track
Championship in Rockford yet to go at the time of this
writing.
This is my first column for the Midwest Racing
Connection and it is an honor to have been asked to
contribute to this motorsports entity so before I go any
further, I suppose I should provide a quick introduction
and brief history of how I fit into our racing family.
Like many of you, I am addicted to this racing deal
and find myself attending as many races as I can each
year from asphalt to dirt, sprint cars to super late
models, NASCAR to Indycar to IMSA, from ovals to
road courses, if fast cars are involved, I’m there. I’ve
been going to the races since I was three years old
when my dad took me to the since closed Hales
Corners Speedway (It’s a Menards now) and I was so
enamored by the whole deal that as I got older I just
had to find a way to somehow get involved. I found
out pretty quick that I was not blessed with the driving
skill necessary to get behind the wheel (that’s kind of
where the “Dangerous” nickname came from) so I
chose the media route and since 1989 I have been
involved with The LTN Hour (Let’s Talk NASCAR)
radio show heard Sunday mornings in the Milwaukee
and Madison, Wisconsin markets as well as online at
iHeartRadio, Facebook, and YouTube. 30 years of
working with great partners Todd Behling, Ed Cluka,
Brian Schmitt, and Matt “Hangover” Losee on that
show has provided enough fun and excitement to fill
future columns (stay tuned) but it really has opened
doors to many more opportunities. I’m also part of a
live Wednesday night radio show from Hartford,
Wisconsin called “The Drivers Meeting” along with
Jeff Wessel, Jerry Priesgen, and Justin Poenitsch that
focuses on short track racing in Southeast Wisconsin.
I’ve covered races for the old Midwest Racing News
and currently cover some events for the
RacingNation.com website. In my spare time I work
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'Fest & Falloween
weekly at the Slinger
Speedway writing the
online race reports and
assisting track officials
with the racing program.
For the record, I’ve
spent 28 years at my
regular job as a Police IT
Specialist with the South
Milwaukee Police
Department which has
nothing to do with racing,
but it does pay the bills
and allows me to get to
the racetrack. Back in
1992, I brought a video
camera to the track just
to have something to do
and through the years
that has spiraled to my
own YouTube page and
the expectation that I
can’t be at a track
without it. I feel that I
think like a driver when I
video races which is why
I like to shoot closer up
than most others as I
want viewers to feel that
intensity that is felt by
the drivers behind the
wheel. That line of
thinking also helps
identify on track incidents before they happen
as many times I find
myself thinking “that
Jeff Blaser photo
would really make me
mad” when watching
someone cut across another guy’s nose or door
someone in the corner and I’ll make sure to get the
camera there so as to not miss the action.
Alright enough about me, I would like to share
some observations on the Oktoberfest and Falloween
Race Weekends the past few weeks beginning with
the continued success of Ty Majeski who won both
main events. Often times when a team such as
Majeski, crew chief Toby Nuttleman, and the entire
#91 Mannstedt racing team enjoys so much success
so often, it comes at the price of the appreciation of
some in the grandstands. It’s been quite a run on the
short tracks for Majeski this summer and fall with
victories in the Dixieland 250, the Howie Lettow
Classic 100, the Oktoberfest 200, and the Falloween
150 and they finished second in the Slinger Nationals
after getting moved in the last corner by Matt
Kenseth. All that success has generated a strong
following and when the #91 team pulls into a race
track, they bring a lot of fans through the front gate.
Still, a small faction of fans has risen that like to gripe
about the same car winning all the time. To those
people I’ll all but guarantee that while they may not

Bruce Nuttleman photo

see it now, they will eventually come to appreciate
being able to witness these accomplishments firsthand. I experienced something similar going to Homestead for the NASCAR Cup finale and watching
Jimmie Johnson rattle off five straight championships,
sometimes at the expense of our home-state driver
Matt Kenseth. I’ll admit there were times I left
Homestead during those years tired of watching yet
another Johnson title. Then I decided to spend the final
year of that run really focusing on why that team was
so good. I made it a point to hang around them as
much as I could during that weekend just watching,
hoping to pick up on what advantage they must have
had. To my surprise, I found out they just worked
harder and had their ducks in a row so to say, better
than anyone else. It amazed me how together that
team was and how everyone had a role they understood and executed. Watching the work and organization first-hand that went into winning those titles really
made me appreciate their accomplishments and now I

continued on page 7
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the Midwest Tour points or anyone over 30 that has
never raced in a previous Oktoberfest 200, touring
look back at those races am proud to say ‘I was there’ series, or NASCAR’s top three series, provides a
to witness the history despite being somewhat disapstage for the future stars to shine and after this year’s
pointed at the time. Ty Majeski, Toby Nuttleman, and
event, all I can say is the future is bright for super late
the #91 team are the same way. They are constantly
model racing here in the Midwest. The race featured
working on getting better and going faster and I’ve
an intense several lap battle for the lead between Luke
seen some of that effort first-hand. There’s no doubt
Fenhouse and John DeAngelis Jr. before they got
Ty Majeski is good enough to move into the NASCAR together, opening the door for Derek Kraus to hold off
ranks and in an earlier time before it took millions of
Gabe Sommers to win by less than a car length.
dollars just to get in the door, his accomplishments
Fenhouse kind of burst on the scene this year and has
would be more than enough to get a legitimate shot
been impressive every time I have watched him race.
with a competitive team. Nowadays it’s hard to get
Earlier this year, he set fast time at Slinger and ran up
noticed in the NASCAR world without an enormous
front in the feature which is something you just don’t
financial backing and the only alternative to stay on
see out of young kids with limited experience at that
their radar is to just keep winning which is what
place. DeAngelis parlayed a strong run in last year’s
Majeski keeps doing. I wish them luck in future highSnowball Derby to a strong season this year and he’s
profile races like the National Short Track Championbeen knocking on the door of his first ARCA Midwest
ships in Rockford, the All American 400 at Nashville,
Tour win. He also had strong top five finishes in
and the Snow Ball Derby in Pensacola.
marquis races like the Slinger Nationals and the
One event that really impressed me over these
Dixieland 250. After several strong runs, Sommers
last few weeks is The Futures race at LaCrosse
finally broke through with wins in the Dells and Golden
during the Oktoberfest Race Weekend. The race
Sands Tundra Super Late Model Series races and has
which is open to super late model drivers under the
only gotten stronger since while Kraus is on his way to
age of 30 that have never finished in the top three of
a K&N West Series championship and looks to be in
position to have a shot at some
opportunities in NASCAR’s
top divisions. Another shout
Derek Kraus and Gabe Sommers battle to the line in Futures
out from that event needs to
race at LaCrosse during Oktoberfest Race Weekend
go to Midwest Truck Series
champion Levon Van Der
Geest who drove the #23
super late model in the event
and while he didn’t factor into
the finish, he did have a pretty
spectacular save after getting
turned slightly in turn two.
While wins show up in the
record books, often times it’s
those type of moments that
display a driver’s talent and I’d
just like to let them know it

continued from page 6

didn’t go unnoticed. While the Futures event provided
a glimpse of the driving talent, we have on the way up
here in the Midwest, the trend continued in the
Falloween 150 as Ryan Farrell drove to an impressive
second place finish. Farrell has steadily improved
through his years in the super late model ranks and last
Sunday’s performance shows he is ready to challenge
the ‘big dogs’ going forward.
Congratulations also go out to Casey Johnson
who won his first ARCA Midwest Tour Series
championship following Oktoberfest to go along with
his championships at Wisconsin International Raceway
and the Tundra Super Late Model Series. While
Johnson lost the Alive for Five title at the Dells to
Dalton Zehr due to a freak mechanical issue, his 2019
season looks to be one of his best ever. There aren’t
too many drivers around that I’ve seen win races at
Slinger, Rockford, Kaukauna, Madison, the Dells,
Jefferson, and LaCrosse and Johnson is one of them.
Finally, I would like to draw attention to an idea
those involved with my “home” track, the Slinger
Speedway, have come up with to get through the offseason months. After a fun season where Steve Apel
battled Alex Prunty and Brad Mueller to win the super
late model championship and Jacob Nottestad (speaking of up and coming talent) won the late model
championship to go along with the great championship
battles in the other divisions, track PR Rep Lynn
Wagner came up with a series of “Racers Outings”
scheduled for the off-season. Once a month an
establishment that supported the track is selected and
via Facebook event, everyone is invited to get together
to stay in touch during the off season. The events are
spread throughout the area so it’s never a far drive for
everyone and they have proved to be a great way to
keep everyone together while at the same time
supporting those places and people that have helped
the track. It’s something other tracks should think
about doing as a way to get everyone through the offseason months.

Ryan Farrel wrapped up a sucessful season with a second place
finish at the Dells for the Falloween 150

Bruce Nuttleman photo

Bruce Nuttleman photo

Dan Margetta photo
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Going in
Circles

Charlie Spry
Rockford Speedway was the site for the annual
“National Short Track Championships” in late September, and of course, rain had to play a big factor in the
weekend plans.
Friday nights plans of racing were stopped by
rain which started in the late afternoon, and an all day
rain or mist put an end to the Sunday show, which was
moved to Saturday, October 26th.
However, in between all of the rain, we actually
got some racing in on Saturday, and there was plenty
of it. The Big 8 cars and drivers got a chance to get
their racing in, with Jacob Nottestad setting fast time
both in this division and in the Legends cars. Jacob told
me that he had only raced here two other times prior,
once in a Legends car and once in his late model. He
won a bunch of features this season at Slinger on his
way to the track title, and clearly knows his way
around the race track, whatever the track may be.
Although he had mechanical issues with his late model,
he was running right up front until that point, and ran
very strong in the Legends car as well. It will be fun to
watch him in the future, as he has the “stuff” to get it
done. This family has been involved in racing for a
long time and has had much success.
Dale Nottestad got the job done this year, after
running so strong in the past to only come up a bit

Mark Melchiori photo
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Rockford Recap
short. Tom Gille had a great run going and was right
Cody Clubb looked to have second place wrapped up,
up to him at the end. Tom has raced here for a long
until a late caution allowed Bobby Gutknecht to steal
time and was the sentimental favorite with the crowd.
second place away when Clubb tried a little too hard
The Gille family has also been around this game for a
to get the lead. Rockford late model regular Jeff
long time.
Wakeman drove a great race to finish in fourth.
A shout out to Sixer
racer Sean Worman. Sean
raced his heat race, then left
to don some fancy clothing
and join his daughter in a
daddy/daughter dance. He
had time to do this and still
get back in time to race his
feature, which was the last
event of the night, placing
fifth. Great job by Sean in
mixing family time with
racing and getting both done
well! Stephen Hillary won
the feature as rain started
Mark Melchiori photo
falling.
Robert Hansberry Jr.
won the sportsman feature, in a race where many had
The super late models then took to the track for
troubles of some sort. Avoiding problems was the way their 250-lap adventure. Alex Prunty took the lead
to the front in this race.
early after getting past Rich Bickle, with Bickle
Kelly Evink was fast all year and showed it by
displeased with the way he was passed. Steve Apel
winning the Midwest Compact Series feature, which
got by both, while Ty Majeski worked his way forward
was run in conjunction with the tracks own American
and into second, then got into Apel, after slipping into
Short Tracker class, which was supposed to race
him. Majeski then started last, while Casey Johnson
separately on Friday. Running the two together made
and Brad Mueller took advantage of staying out during
for an interesting show and a clean one at that.
a mandatory caution break. Bickle and Prunty would
Brandon Delacy closed in on him but could not get
once again have their troubles with one another, and
past. This was an excellent race run by all
and without any problems other than Richard
Schinderling’s car erupting in flames.
The Roadrunner class had a smallish
car count but featured one of the most
exciting races of the night, with a close
three-car finish, and the actual winner getting
DQ’d. When all was settled, Robby
Robinson took the win.
The legends, likewise, featured a threecar blanket finish, and a very
thrilling race which was pretty
much trouble free. Max
McNamara took the win over
Aaron Moyer and Jacob
Dan Margetta photo
Nottestad.
After a few weeks delay,
the Sunday portion was run on a SaturJohnson quickly took the lead shortly thereafter, with
day, October 26th. The Bandit feature
Mueller getting into second. With another mandatory
was the first main event of the day to be
caution underway, the misting rain that we have seen
run and went off without a hitch. Three
so much this season began, never ending, and giving
front running cars broke out from their
the win to Johnson after 151 laps run. Casey is a
time, which allowed a relatively easy run smooth and sharp driver, who gets things done using
for Nick Schmidt from there. Tyler
those attributes.
Deschaine and Bart Brockmann followed
Back at Rockford a couple of weeks later, it was
in their team cars.
one of my favorite shows, the annual Bahama Bracket
The Mid-American feature also ran
pretty well. Ron Vandermeir Jr. took the
Going In Circles continued on page 9
lead at the start and was never headed.
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Going In Circles continued from page 8
nationals, pitting various kinds of race cars against one
another in a bracket type form. This brings everyone
together for one last blast, and cars come from many
tracks, both paved and dirt. You will see dirt mods
going up against asphalt sportsman cars, hobby stocks,
IMCA stock cars, six cylinders, you name it, and it will
be there. A separate four-cylinder group runs as well,
with cars from many different tracks competing.
In the top “A” bracket, it was Matthew Clossey
running off with the win, with several front running
cars “breaking out” late in the event.
In the “AA” bracket, it was Cody Potter getting
the feature win. Cody took the top money, and also got
some extra for winning with a dirt car, which was a
sharp ’57 Chevy bodied racer. Denny Schott was
moving up through the pack in his asphalt modified, as
was Eddie Wolf, but Potter survived the many
breakouts that took others out of the action. Jason
Stark took second in his fast Caprice asphalt car.
In the “AAA” bracket, it was another Cody, this
time Cody Erickson, taking the win. Cody drove his
Wilmot Speedway dirt car to the win over Butch
Wood, who was driving a Bob Dotter tribute ’64
Impala.
The “AAAA” bracket always shines at this
show and seems to feature some of the closest racing
all weekend, and this group did it again this year. Nick
Schneider borrowed a car from Bill Schott to race,
while Schott drove another car. This pair battled it out
at the end, with Schneider beating Schott with his own
car by a matter of inches. Nick stated in victory lane
that the pair discussed this scenario beforehand, and
decided that if it came to it, they would race each
other hard to the end, and they did. The pair was
followed by Justin Wagner, Austin Fowler, and Bobbie
Jean Wall, who has finished in the top five many times
in this show, and I think she has won a couple as well.
There were a large contingent of drivers present
from South Bend Speedway, which is always good to
see. many more listed themselves as “homeless,” As

their home tracks had closed. Some are racers from
Blue Island, Illiana, Lake Geneva and others. Of
course, many Rockford regulars race this show, but
Sycamore Speedway, Jefferson Speedway, Wilmot,
141, Plymouth Speedway, Beaver Dam, Wausau,
Tomah, and many others had drivers present from.
The top four-cylinder class was featured in the
“B” bracket, and their feature was a dandy. Ronnie
Osborne took the lead early, with many others trying
to unseat him from the top. Cameron Maty briefly
tasted the lead, but a caution forced him to start in
second. With all of the dicing going on, Kyle Royster
came along and passed all of them, taking the lead and
win.
The “BB” bracket feature saw Rockford regular
Bart Brockmann take the lead early and keep it
throughout. Lucas Foster got alongside, and made the
pass on the last turn, last lap. One happy driver and
one not so much.
Iowa driver Mike Loughren didn’t make the
feature this year in his bracket, and said, “What a
difference a year makes. Last year I won my bracket.
This year I didn’t even make it into the feature. Well,
at least I’ll get to watch some good racing this year.”
Mike races a big Thunderbird, said that he really just
left the car sitting after the brackets last year and only
got it out a couple of times.
Jim Gilbert was the long-distance driver again
this year. Jim hails from Rossville, Georgia, and makes
the long haul to Rockford to race this event. He races
on the dirt at Boyd’s Speedway and I-75 Speedway.
“It is kind of neat. I won the track championship last
year at Boyd’s, and this year, my son, Tommy won it.”
He noted that Boyd’s is kind of unique, in that the
track is in Georgia, and the pits are in Tennessee. This
all came about when the track was built in the early
1950’s, as the original builder had to battle a town
councilman in Tennessee who said he would never
allow a track to be built there, so he put the pits there
and the track across the state line. Jim does have ties
to the Chicago area, saying, “I lived in the area for a
long time, and raced at Raceway Park (Blue Island)

for years, also at Illiana, Lake Geneva, and raced the
brackets here back when I lived in the area.” This
gives Jim a chance to catch up with friends and do a
little asphalt racing.
With the 2019 season now in the books, I’d like
to give a little shout out to the people who greet me in
the pits every race in the pit shack at Rockford. Rick
Stopa, Nicole Rehberg, and Terri Gehrke are always
so friendly and welcoming. They save schedules, offer
a warm place to duck into if needed, and generally
make arriving at the track an enjoyable experience.
So, thank you folks! And of course, I can’t forget the
staff at my other tracks that I frequent, Norm
Schmelzer, Rick and the rest of the crew at Madison,
and everyone at State Park Speedway as well. Thanks
to all!
Finally, I have a sad note to pass along. We lost
a long-time racer a couple of weeks ago, when former
driver Bruce Havel passed on. Bruce had some health
issues for a few years, and finally he was needed in
Heaven.
Bruce raced for many years at the Columbus
151 Speedway, having moved from his home in Rice
Lake, Wi. years ago. Bruce also raced at Jefferson
and the Dells, as well as some other tracks in central
Wisconsin, first in street stocks, then in limited late
models. He was also very good at racing in reverse,
winning quite often in the Backup races at Columbus,
winning several championships along the way. At least
a couple of times he won a late model feature going
forward, then jumped in his Backup car and won that
event going in reverse, which is a feat that few, if any
have ever duplicated on a single night.
Bruce was well liked, and he helped everyone
out with whatever they needed. He was such a giving
person, and he helped me a great deal when I started
racing, giving me rivets, lead, chain and binders, tubing,
and other things. He just kept handing me things,
saying, “You will need this.” And I did. I am sure that
Bruce is keeping an eye on us from above and having
fun with other racers up there.

Casey Johnson wrapped up his local season with a championship on the ARCA Midwest
Tour and a victory at the National Short Track Championships

Bruce Nuttleman photo
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New Dirt

Airports, Asphalt and cars without roofs

Jacy Norgaard
Every racing season ends at some point. When
the calendar turns to October and the temperature dips
into the lower 40’s, the time for summing up yet
another Midwest season is at hand. A plethora of race
tracks, teams and series will summarize their season
and thank their supports. While I do the same thing, I
also try and think about the broader picture of our
sport at the end of each season. Forget where I am at,
or what I have accomplished, I try and think about
where our sport is at. Just as the President of the
United States has a constitutional obligation to advise
on the state of our union each year, it’s only fitting that
the motorsports media do the same. I won’t try and
summarize the state of our union because politics and
racing should stay separate. We get into racing to
forget about the calamity of Washington and our lives.
But I will speak to the state of our racing union. From
my perspective, things are incredibly strong right now
and some of the incredible events I have been fortunate to witness the last month of the season are
evident of this.

Jacy Norgaard photo
The last weekend in September I made the trek
North East to Ashland, Wisconsin for the 44th Annual
Red Clay Classic. I had heard rumblings of the
greatness of this event from several friends and the
allure of a long running event is hard to pass up. Upon
first arriving at the track on Friday evening of
the show I was blown away by the number of
motorhomes and tents surrounding the facility.
The camping atmosphere alone was quite
impressive. I had attended the annual
WISSOTA 100 just weeks prior and Red Clay
was on par with camping to that marquee
event. Friday night consisted of heat races and
provided for some good racing. The way ABC
Raceway ran their heat races was something I
had never seen before and was quite enjoyable. Rather than run all the heat races for a
class at once
like most tracks
do, Ashland ran
the first round
of heats for each class
before moving onto the
second round. This
provided fans the ability
to see all four classes
in action right away
and is a great way to
break up the action.
Friday night’s race
action concluded
around 10pm and the
legendary Red Clay
Classic costume party
started. I stayed around
for a bit to bask in the
Jacy Norgaard photo
energy of the party but

decided to head back to the hotel and rest up for what
would be a great Championship Saturday. I arrived at
the track on Saturday and conducted some interviews
with Ben Kruchten and his streaming service Dirt
Race Central.

Jacy Norgaard photo
As I was making my way back towards the front
grandstand, I was approached by Dave Cain who
asked if I had a vehicle at the track. I told him I did,
and he asked if I could give him a lift to the Ashland
airport. I happily obliged. As we made our way there
through the dirt roads of Ashland, Dave explained that
he discovered an issue with his motor and his motor
builder had flown him up a much-needed part from
Minnesota to fix it in time for the A main. We picked
his motor guy up and the pilot who flew him in and
headed back to the track. As Dave discussed the issue
with his motor guy, the pilot chimed in and said, “I
thought you said this was a part for Kasey Kahne.”

New Dirt continued on page 12
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and a season that was quickly
ending. I plugged my batteries
in and figured out the ideal
time to leave. I left my house
around 7:00 AM on Sunday
morning and headed south east
to Lacrosse, Wisconsin. As I
arrived in town, I swung into
Kwik Trip to get some cash
and coffee. I was shocked at
the sheer volume of racing
fans in the store alone. T-shirt,
Hoodie, Hat, you name it and
they had racing paraphernalia
donned on it. I wrote this off
as not to surprising given the
fact that the track was right
across the street. Arriving at
the Speedway I was once
again met with campers and tens as far as the eyes
could see. I found parking eventually and grabbed my
bag and made the trek towards the pits. Usually when

We all laughed, and the motor guy said, “No I said it
was for Cain, I just didn’t specify which one.” I’m not
sure if the pilot was being serious, nonetheless it made
my first trip to the Ashland airport memorable. Cain
got his motor fixed in time for the A Main and went on
to win the Red Clay Classic. I was proud to have
played a small part in his Ashland success. Prior to
each feature the track did out of car driver introductions. I could not believe the excitement and cheering
that took place as each driver’s name was called. The
energy of the speedway was addicting and added to
an overall wonderful Red Clay experience. As the
weekend ended and I discussed the events with my
friends in attendance, I came to understand just why
the Red Clay was so special. This was the LAST race
of the year in the North Land. Sure there were other
tracks running for a couple more weeks around
Minnesota, but this was it for the North. This was their
World Series, their Super Bowl. And it lived up to
every ounce of hype it had been given.
A week later we had the annual FYE
Motorsports Fall Classic at Ogilvie Raceway. The show was scheduled to be a
double header on Friday and Saturday, but
mother nature showed up late Friday night
and cancelled Saturdays portion of the
show. Unsure of if weather would allow
anymore racing on the year, I stayed until
the wee hours of the morning at Ogilvie
and had a great time with my friends. As I
recovered on Saturday and hung out with
friends while going through photos I was
texting back and forth with my very good
friend Tim Hunt. Tim is also a motorsports
photographer who was spending the
weekend down in LaCrosse, Wisconsin
visiting family and shooting photos at
Oktoberfest. I contemplated driving all the
Jacy Norgaard photo
way down Saturday night and hanging out.
But I realized It was probably not a great
idea and decided against it. As I made it back home to I attend a race I am credentialed and on a media list
Minneapolis Saturday night, I told myself I could make somewhere. This race I was not, so I purchased a pit
pass and waited to cross the track. Practice laps were
the trip to LaCrosse on Sunday morning. After all, I
had some brand-new camera gear I needed to test out underway, and the grandstand was nearly full. Here I
was at a race track that wasn’t
covered in dirt, and there were fans
everywhere. I made it into the infield
and started shooting photos and talking
shop with my friend Tim. I grew up on
asphalt but made my name on the dirt
circuits. Iowa Speedway has been the
only other Asphalt track I have shot
photos at this season, so it took some
adjustment to get use to shooting cars
on a different surface. It was nice to
see some familiar names such as
Jacob Goede who I have seen race at
Elko and read about in this paper. It
was also nice to see Nick Murgic
race, his father Steve use to race
Jacy Norgaard photo
when my dad did back in the good old
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Raceway Park days. As Tim and I stood in between
Turn 3 and 4 it was interesting to listen to the fans
nearby discuss the action on the track and the events
of the previous days of racing and parties.
I could have sworn I had heard it all
before. I started to think this asphalt stuff
wasn’t that much different than dirt. The
200 lap Oktoberfest main event rolled
onto the track and the big show as
underway. I made my way around
different vantage points at the Speedway
looking for different shots. No offense to
other photographers, but I like to try and
capture motorsports in a different way
other than your standard action shot in the
corner. I found a couple nice spots and
happily clicked away. As the race drew
to a close and we made our way towards
the victory lane celebration I was once
again overcome with the addiction of the
atmosphere. Fans were ecstatic with
cheering and celebrating Majeski’s
victory. I walked up under the flag stand
and headed for my car. As I made my way through
the crowd I had to stop in awe and appreciate the
thousands of fans. I always assumed dirt track racing
was the only mode of motorsports that was full of
dedicated and die-hard fans. But here I was with the
closest dirt being in the grass, and yet these fans were
just as dedicated as their dirt counter parts. I learned a
valuable lesson in that moment, that it isn’t the track
surface that makes racing great. It’s the people. Here
I was in South Eastern Wisconsin on a Sunday afternoon basking in the greatness of a legendary event at
a race track. These fans were just as committed to the
cause as those I encountered in Ashland.
I ended my season at the annual Topless Nationals at Ogilvie Raceway. This unsanctioned event has
quickly become a must attend event in the Midwest.
All classes race without their roofs and money is
raised for Breast Cancer. Ogilvie rolls out the red

New Dirt continued on page 13
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New Dirt continued from page 13
carpet and even goes as far as to paint the
entire Outerwall pink! The weather gods
blessed us with sunny skies and highs in the
low 60’s, a welcomed break from the rainy
and cold weekends we had been experiencing up to that point. The event drew over
160 cars in 5 classes and provided some
great racing. Friday night consisted of two
rounds of heat races before the annual after
party in the building. As racing concluded
and the after party commenced, I found
myself working my first of two new gigs on
the weekend. I was put in charge of DJing
the party, and if my 6:15 am bed time tells
you anything, we had a good time. I caught
a quick nap, shower and some high quality
H20 before heading back to the track
Saturday afternoon. I was informed by
promoter Nate Fischer that I would be
conducting victory lane interviews with the
winners that night. I had only jokingly
offered to do it on Friday night, but he took
me seriously. The son of a racer turned
photographer, turned writer, turned DJ and
now turned into an announcer. To add to the
nervousness I was feeling, I would be sharing
duties with the legendary Chris Stepan who’s
announcing resume speaks for itself. I was
excited for the opportunity but nervous nonetheless. Prior to the A main every driver in attendance rolled onto the race surface and took part in
the annual Parade for the Cure, a very remarkable pace lap of cars 4-5 wide rolling slowly
around the track. As that dispersed and racing got
underway, I was juggling photo taking and watching the races. Afterall, I needed something to talk
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about with the winners in victory lane. Thanks to the
help of MyRacePass and text messages from my
friend Tami Jo with advice from the announcing God,
Chris Stepan I made it through all 5 races and received lots of praise for my performance. I don’t plan
on trading my Nikon in for a microphone anytime soon,
but it’s always nice to step outside of your comfort
zone and learn something new. But that’s just how my
season concluded, with new lessons and new adventures. I know where the Ashland airport is, I know a
racing surface doesn’t make an event and I know I
can handle the duties behind a microphone. None of
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Minneapolis, MN
612-721-4210
randrautomotiveonline.com

that would have been possible if it weren’t for
racing. And because racing is so strong, I’ve
been able to see some incredible things this
season.
The state of racing is in a good place.
Stands are full, pits aren’t empty, and the action
is great on and off the track. As we head
towards winter, let’s all try and remember how
great of a year this has been for our sport and
make plans to make 2020 an even better year.
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
Halloween season is here, and that can only
mean one thing. It’s Impact Survival Series Creepy
Classic time at State Park Speedway, Wausau, WI.!
Promoter Matt Rowe’s group was making their
Annual visit to State Park, here October 26th for the
event and as usual, it did not disappoint. Did not
disappoint to the tune of 122 cars showing up to race
in the 300-lap event!
Race they did, and as usual, a good mix of
veteran drivers and newcomers to the sport took part,
and action aplenty was standard fare on the day. One
of the great things about this race, is you can be a
veteran, or a novice, and still have a fighting chance to
win. A driver that has been trying to win in this series

for 11 years took the
win today, and how
can anyone be disappointed in that. It was
Brody Rivest taking
the checkered flag
after 300 laps as he
outdistanced Todd
Tacheny for those
honors. Rivest actually
took the lead late from
Tacheny, staying out
of trouble the rest of
the way for the huge
victory.
Of course, in
viewing these races
about all you can say is
how much fun they
Dale P. Danielski photo
are. It’s a neat deal,
and fun stuff for all.
The big Oktoberfest racing weekend concluded
here October 6th, and this year track staff was able to
get in three complete race programs out of the four
scheduled. As everyone knows by now, in the Sunday
Feature final it was Ty Majeski taking the 200-lap win.
Starting to sound like a broken record, Majeski in
victory lane, but unless someone comes up with a
winning combination to match, the 91 car will continue
to find victory circle. NASCAR in some capacity
should have provided the ticket to Majeski by now, but
that has become something way more than talent
driven, and consequently Ty just keeps winning
elsewhere.
A whole bunch of other racing was going on
during the weekend, including the regular Saturday
night NASCAR Late Model points finale on Thursday,
October 3rd. Steve Carlson held the slimmest of
margins of a lead going into the event, but when all
was said and done, it was Nick Panitzke catching him

and taking the 2019 Championship. Carlson can’t be
too disappointed in the finish as he was lucky to even
be racing after having a surgical procedure performed
a week or so prior to the finale. A good race to end
the year with, and a nice way to cap off another
season of racing at the Fairgrounds.
In that same race, Don Thunder Turner was
making his 50th appearance racing at Oktoberfest.
Thunder was even able to lead a number of laps in the
main, which was certainly fitting for a racer that has
participated in every Oktoberfest racing event!
Here and there...Champions Reunion XI provided the usual fun on Sunday of ‘Fest, with the
highlight being the appearance of an old, old, OLD,
Larry Baumel race car hauler. Matt McGlaughlin

Racing Observances continued
on page 15

The #46 of Creepy Classic winner Brody Rivest with the Happy Rooster on the roof along for the ride (left photo),
Thunder Turner raced this #7 car in the 50th running of Oktoberfest (right photo)
Dale P. Danielski photo
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Racing Observances from page 14
found the rig listed online and had to have it, picking it
up in time to display at the Reunion. Larry Baumel
was a long-time racer in the area and still lives close to
the race track. Baumel raced locally before venturing
off to do some NASCAR racing down South. He
eventually found his way back to Wisconsin racing for
a number of years before hanging up his helmet.
Discussion took place at the Reunion of bringing a car
out painted like when he raced it along with the
familiar #11 he used. Now that will be a cool deal
when it makes its appearance...In watching the ISS
event at Wausau, you could just see as drivers,
thinking they were finally in position to make a pass,
forgot about the car that had been parked on the track
the last 50 laps. Lap after lap, run the same line, dodge
the car on the race track, get alongside this car, make
the pass. Except that lap where it’s, get alongside this
car to pass, get by, and Oh! crap, I forgot about the
car parked on the track the last 50 laps! So many I
forgot moments, and that’s another thing about this
race that makes it interesting...
Looking back in time on Sunday night, August
4th, 1968 at State Park Speedway, Wausau, WI., it
was Les Katzner winning the feature race. Hilarian
“Hurricane” Michlig followed in 2nd, with John
Moquin 3rd. The semi-feature went to Ivan Fraaza,
with heat race wins going to Phil Pomreneg and
Katzner. Spectator admission for the race was $1.00.
Looking back in 1976, it was Larry Detjens winning
the Annual Oktoberfest race, 100 lap feature at the
West Salem, WI., Fairgrounds Speedway. Following
Detjens at the finish was Joe Shear, Dave Watson,
Dick Trickle, John Ziegler, Tom Reffner, Doug
Strasburg, Jerry Eckhardt, Mark Lanoreaux and Jim
Back. New attendance records were set for all three
days of the event which boosted the purse pay-out to
$20,745. 86 Late Models and 42 Hobbystock race cars
competed during the weekend...
Questions, comments, opinions and other information welcome at Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th
Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI 54650 715-344-9072,
608-518-2478 or at dale@starmakermultimedia.com

A Larry Baumel race car hauler,
brought to Champions Reunion XL
courtesy of Matt McGlaughlin.
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Coming in the next issue of

Book review of 67-Trickle and Reffner
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Racing Nuggets

PJ "Jacklyn" Nuttleman

Most everyone enjoys a story of a lost love being
found. I know I do. This however, is not your typical
tale of a lost love—because it’s not a person that was
found—more like the essence of a person was found.
Meet Shawn Knobloch. He’s a grizzled guy who
is passionately patriotic, enjoys partying with friends,
and is a die-hard race fan—even serving on the pit
crew for a NASCAR Late Model team at the La
Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway for the past several
years.
The word “service” is woven in the fabric of
who Shawn is. Not only does he volunteer to work as
crew member on that pit crew for Jerimy Wagner at
La Crosse, but he also serves as the State Director
with Hometown Hero Outdoors—a nonprofit organi-
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From Idaho, with Love
zation with the mission of providing law enforcement
officers, military service members, and military
veterans with outdoor opportunities to help in their
healing and reintegration into the community.
Shawn’s roots run deep in the military, having
embarked on a career with the Marines in 1989,
where he served four years, before returning to La
Crosse, where his family lives. Turns out that Shawn
missed the military after leaving, so he joined the
Wisconsin Army National Guard the following year,
eventually transferring to the Idaho Guard, where he
became Active Guard Reserve—and served as the
Readiness NCO (Non-Commissioned Officer)—
supervising training, administration duties, payroll,
scheduling, and more.
With 17 years of service under his belt, in 2004,
Shawn volunteered to go back to Iraq, but was diagnosed with severe sleep apnea and was honorably
medically discharged.
Flash forward to the Wednesday after this year’s
Oktoberfest Race Weekend. Shawn was golfing,
when he received a message through Facebook from
someone he didn’t know—a woman named Cassandra
Rzepa.
The message opened with, “I’m with the Idaho
National Guard…”
It immediately captured Shawn’s attention.
It turns out that Cassandra had been playing
detective of sorts, trying to locate Shawn because the
Post Falls American Legion, Post #143 in Idaho
reached out to her about helping them return two huge
storage bins filled with Shawn’s military uniforms,
awards, ribbons, medals, and a very special shadow
box that was built for him after his long career in the
military.

The story of how he lost those two storage bins
stems from a divorce combined with a set of circumstances that required a tremendous amount of jumping
through hoops, just to attempt to get what was rightfully his. He was required to obtain a court order to be
able to access his possessions, and several other
hurdles.
Frustrated, he essentially threw his hands up in
the air in defeat and decided to just forget about it all.
But when things that represent your very heart and
soul are lost, it’s nearly impossible to not have their
memory gnawing in the back of your mind… for
years.
So, imagine the flood of emotions that Shawn had
wash over him when he received that message about
his long-lost belongings.
“I had pretty much written them off. Never
thought I’d see them again,” he said.
Their initial discovery had to be a scene much
like the show, “Storage Wars,” where some unsuspecting person bids on an abandoned storage unit—
hoping for a goldmine of items. And that is exactly
what they ended up with—only in this case, they did
the right thing; made an effort to track down the
owner of the military items and personal effects.
This is the moment where we should all be
reminded of the beauty in humans and the importance
of being kind to one another. Whoever the individual
was that came into possession of Shawn’s stuff, made
the morally correct decision to contact the local
American Legion to help locate him and return his
mementos and treasures.
And the expression of kindness continued to
snowball. After Cassandra connected with Shawn, the
challenge was how to pay to ship the large package to
him. Once again, it was a tremendous outpouring of
support through a series of events that made it happen.
Kris Phillips, who is the Commander of the Legion
Post #143 in Idaho that received the items, had friends
who were truck drivers that wanted to help get the
treasures up to Wisconsin —and an anonymous
individual donated money to help cover the costs of the
transfer.
The sentiment of “sent with love,” has a whole
new meaning in this story. So many people played a
role in the stars aligning for Shawn to get his belongings.
The package arrived on Thursday, October 17th.
Shawn and his wife both work third shift at their
respective jobs, so he waited for her to wake before
opening the box. And since he had shared most of this
story through his Facebook account, they decided to
go “Facebook Live” to reveal the contents.
This was easily one of the best Facebook Live
events that I’ve ever witnessed from anyone I know.

Racing Nuggets continued on page 17
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Racing Nuggets from page 16
Most “live sessions” are friends who are usually three
sheets into the wind and doing ridiculous things for the
camera that will invariably cause them to be filled with
regret the next day.
But this… this was filled with the raw emotion of

a guy who was seeing so many significant pieces of
his past for the first time in over 15 years. With his
voice cracking, he was incapable of finishing many
sentences. They were punctuated with heavy pauses
as he was fighting to hold back tears, which eventually
flowed down his face and into his full beard.
I personally, had never witnessed Shawn like
this. I was moved. So were many others. The video
displayed the culmination
of all that is good about
social media—linking
people who pulled
together to make a
wrong into a right, and
ultimately showing the
authentic emotion of one
veteran reconnecting
with tangible pieces of
his memories again.
Shawn showed the
long-lost treasures from
his life to the camera.
There were many pieces
from his time in the
military, including an
amazing shadowbox that
his former father-in-law
built for him after he

finished his military career to showcase his honors and
many medals he received. Oodles of family photos
were pulled from the box, along with some pretty
incredible old racing photos from La Crosse Speedway. There were some sweet snapshots of Tom
Reffner, Marv Marzofka, Jimmy Back, and of course,
Dick Trickle racing around La Crosse’s 5/8-mile
track.
In my chat with Shawn to write this, he shared
that as a young kid, his parents would often host some
after-race parties on Wednesday nights. He says he
was once “kicked out of his bed,” to allow Trickle to
sleep in it, as he had been partying at their house!
Everybody has a Trickle story, but that one ranks
right up there as pretty epic, but NOT NEARLY as
epic as Shawn’s own story of reuniting with the
treasures of his past.

Like us on Facebook, watch us on YouTube, or follow us on Twitter
www.facebook.com/themidwestracingconnection
www.youtube.com/theracingconnection
@MidwestRace
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Trans Am Back At BIR

Jason Searcy
Last month I had the opportunity to travel to
the SCCA National Championship Runoffs to
watch my boss Bill Collins compete for another T2
Hoosier Super Tour title. The Runoffs were held a
long way from home at Virginia International
Raceway in Danville (VA). My favorite division is
called GT3, that race had young gun Ernie Francis
Jr and veteran Tony Ave swapped the lead back
and forth numerous times with Francis Jr finally
winning at the end. Those cars are the same ones
that raced in the Trans Am series races at Brainerd
International Raceway from 2010-2017. Little did I
know that just days later the Trans Am series
would announce that they would be returning to
BIR in 2020 after a two-year hiatus.
The race event will be tabbed “the Jed
Copham memorial weekend,” Copham was the
part-time driver and much-loved owner of BIR who
tragically died one year ago in a boating accident
while in Florida at the age of 46. The race will be
July 10th-12th and will join other prestigious tracks
on the 12 race Trans Am schedule including:
Sebring (FL), Indianapolis Motor Speedway (IN),
Road America (WI), Watkins Glen (NY), Laguna
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Seca (CA) and Circuit of the Americas (TX).
Brainerd International Raceway had been an
important stop on the Trans Am circuit for many
years. Parnelli Jones won the 1969 inaugural race in a
Mustang, Mark Donahue won the 1971 race in an
AMC Javelin and Paul Newman won the 1982 race in
a Datsun 280zx. The first 20 years were the glory
days for Trans Am at BIR but then the
series dwindled down and finally ceased
operations in 2005.
Brainerd International Raceway helped
revive the series on Labor Day in 2010.
Dean Reller and I were there when the
Trans Am series returned to BIR with only 7
cars and Tony Ave, a man who spent much
of his youth living in Minnesota, won the
race by almost a full lap. Many local stock
car fans might remember Jim Derhaag, that
race was his 151st and final Trans Am
event, he finished 5th.
Ten Trans Am races were held at BIR
from 2010-2017 and the car counts got
larger every year up to 20+ cars in the TA
division. Tony Ave won five of them, other
winners included veterans like Doug
Peterson twice, Paul Fix and one of the most
accomplished female road racers in history
Amy Ruman in 2015. The final race in 2017
had two young stars battle for the win,
Cameron Lawrence outlasted Ernie Francis
Jr. Jed Copham finished fourth in that race,
his final Trans Am event at BIR.
The series decided to drop Brainerd
International Raceway from the 2018 and
2019 schedules citing the long travel times
and competitor feedback. The separation
was handled well on both sides and because
of that, two years later there are no hard
feelings and mutual reconciliation.

I will drive a long way to see these awesome
race cars but selfishly it’s a much easier drive and
many less mountains between my house and Brainerd
MN. I hope BIR and their fans will welcome the
series back next year in a big way to honor the legacy
of Jed Copham and continue the long history of Trans
Am Road Racing in Minnesota.
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Rumble at the Arena
On a cold, snowy Saturday in October, I ventured to the Cedar Lake Arena for the final event of the Rumble in the Arena series. I
was surprised (but really shouldn’t have been) to see names such as Tatnell and Adams to be competing for the weekend. No, it wasn’t
Brooke or Buzzy, but their kids. There was another kid on hand making his racing debut for the weekend and that was Nick and Morgan
Panitzke’s kid. This was Cam’s first ever race weekend and by the end of the night he was hangin’ it out on the high-side. You really can’t
teach that kind of stuff, it just comes from natural instinct. I think Cam has the family genes to have the natural instinct to drive a race
car. In the main event, Cam was caught up in a three-wide wreck, but he got back on the horse and finished the night out.
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Vintage Melee
Just about everyone involved in short track racing enjoys the few times each year when the Vintage Cars hit
the track. One of the bigger car counts takes place each year at Oktoberfest. Unfortunately, this melee took
place during this year’s event, but it appeared that none of the cars were damaged too severely.

AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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Thrills & Spills
Dan Margetta was able to capture these unfortunate moments from
videos he shot recently at Dells Raceway Park and Rockford
Speedway to close out the 2019 racing season.
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Never Give Up
The "Modifieds" of Josh Nelms and Rich Bickle Jr. ran competitive laps at the National Short Track Championsips
after having issues, showing a never give up attitude.
Mark Melchiori photo
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